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Country Report: France 

Mihaela Mihai 

 

The Official Story 

France was partially and then fully occupied by Germany between 1940 – 1944. Several 

forms of complicity and resistance emerged, at the intersection of multiple, overlapping 

structures that influenced people’s complex positions in relation to the Occupier, 

positions that were neither static nor reducible to one single identity vector. Complex 

ideological legacies and commitments that preceded the war, gender, class, religion, the 

opacity of the future, severe economic hardships as well as ambivalent views of the 

occupier – all contributed to a heterogeneous and perpetually shifting spectrum of 

involvement.  

 

After the Liberation, beyond the main figures of the Vichy regime, the difficulty of 

deciding who was a victim and who was a collaborator raised extreme difficulties for the 

government, especially given the moralist indignation many indulged in. In terms of 

broader punitive measures, legal purges led to 1,500 executions, 13,339 forced labour 

sentences, 2,044 criminal sentences and 22,883 general prison terms. Administrative 

internment – outside the court system – was deployed extensively to avoid wild purges, 

which nonetheless took place along ideological and gendered lines: 20,000 women were 

victims of abusive public shaming rituals, which reaffirmed the patriarchal view of 

patriotic loyalty to France. (Brossat 1993; Virgili 2002; Weitz 1995) Professional purges 

in the judiciary and the police focused on the top ranks, while the purging of the army 

had to be reversed due to colonial troubles beginning in 1948. (Wieviorka 2010, 57) To 

temper the judiciary’s frequent and moralistic excess of zeal after the Liberation and to 

promote national unity, de Gaulle used his amnesty power widely and discretely, to pacify 

the Right and avoid upsetting the communists. (Gacon 2002) Via subsequent Amnesty 

Laws, the number of imprisoned collaborators diminished from 40,000 in 1945 to just 19 

in 1958. (Rousso 1987, 70)  

 

Scholars of French political memory tend to distinguish between three phases, beginning 

with the Gaullist vision. (Flower 2014) Because there was no unifying experience of the 
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war, there was no shared memory either. The task facing the state in the wake of the 

Liberation was highly complex: ‘bury the dead, celebrate the heroes, punish the traitors 

and push them into the flood of opprobrium – or of forgetting – compensate the victims 

and recognise their status.’ (Wieviorka 2010, 18) Given the uncertainty and 

contestability of all the categories listed above, and the need to provide the country with 

a fabricated, reassuring narrative that could underpin processes of recovery, de Gaulle 

adopted a strategic politics of memory, heavily contested by various groups, but 

especially by the communists. This narrative reduced the war to a military encounter and 

did not thematise the extermination of the Jewish people, downplayed the role played by 

the communists and the Allies in France’s Liberation, distanced the French nation from 

the Vichy regime and projected the image of a unified resistance. (Wieviorka 2010, 28–

29) Military resistance was sacralised, while civilian fighters were considered secondary. 

No distinction was made between political (Jewish) and work deportations, thus denying 

the specificity of the genocide, obscuring France’s enthusiastic participation in it and the 

broad popular support for Vichy. Largely forgotten were the wild executions of 

collaborators at the hour of the Liberation, the embarrassment caused to communists by 

the Ribbentrop-Molotov pact, and the large fortunes made via spoliation. (Flower 2014)  

 

Symbolically, De Gaulle embraced the language of virility, associating the acceptance of 

defeat and collaboration with femininity and cowardice, and resistance with masculine 

honour. (Capdevila 2001). A discursive equivalence between active resistance and 

manliness was established, an image that outlived the war and shaped the hegemonic 

memory thereof. (Mosse 1990) During the Liberation, theatrical displays of masculinity 

were common: resisters brandished their weapons and buried the dead with military 

honours, arrested, judged and executed supposed and real collaborators. The trial of 

Robert Brasillach – an anti-Semitic collaborationist intellectual – is infamous for the 

prosecution’s  allusions to his homosexuality and supposed enjoyment of German 

domination, as well as their equating treason with ‘sleeping with Germany’ (Kaplan 

2000).  

 

The gendered reclaiming of the national space was most visible during the purges, which 

appear to validate the ‘masculinity crisis’ thesis (Capdevila 1998): thousands of women 

accused of ‘horizontal’ or ‘sentimental’ collaboration were publicly humiliated in an effort 
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to reaffirm masculine authority over their bodies. (Virgili 2002; Wieviorka 2010) 

Mobilising intense negative emotions during and after the war, the issue of ‘sentimental’ 

or ‘horizontal’ collaboration became the object of both legal and wild purges after the 

war. Virgili’s pathbreaking book highlighted the role of nationalist patriarchal 

investments underpinning the widespread public humiliation of women suspected of 

such forms of collaboration, often at the hands of last-minute heroes. (2002) Bent on 

taking back control of the nation and its territory, as projected on women’s body, the 

purges were undertaken as a satisfactory analgesic for their collective humiliation in the 

drôle de guerre: 

The sexuality of the sentimental collaborator represented a corrigible transgressive 

femininity that could only be amended through a public purification ritual operating 

in three distinct phases: objectification, de-sexualization and marginalization. 

(Prundeanu 2017, 200) 

Deploring the loss of military virtue by a ‘womanly’ France who had been easily defeated 

and who had submissively ‘slept with the enemy’, the Gaullist and communist resistance 

discourses consequently framed national reconstruction as a project of restoring national 

dignity via a return to virile values. While only 10% of 19-40 years old men participated 

in the French Forces of the Interior (FFI) (the armed volunteers who fought alongside 

Allied forces) it was the male armed combatant who overdetermined the symbolic 

imagery of France’s reconstruction. As Capdevila shows, the collective memory 

orchestrated after the war is a masculine memory that valorises salvific violence: the war 

was a men-only business and reconstruction required masculine knowledges – this is 

how an image of ‘compensatory hyper-masculinity’ shaped up (1998, 616–17).  

 

The first phase of memory is marked by an intense and rich publishing of literary 

engagements with the War. Films such as La battaile du rail by René Clément (1946) – 

the result of a political compromise between the general and the communists and the 

winner of the Palme d’Or award at Cannes – presented the image of the unified struggle; 

also by Clément, Paris, brûle-t-il? (1966) fits the same bill. La Grande Vadrouille (1966) 

by Gérard Oury – an extraordinary box office success – highlights civil society’s support 

for the Allies, featuring no French character on the wrong side of history and portraying 

the occupiers as ridiculous buffoons. The Jewish victims, the other resistance groups as 

well as the popularity of Pétainism are obscured in favour of the ‘lofty figure of the soldier 
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in the army of shadows.’ (Wieviorka 2016, 461). These moralising stories separated the 

French population into two camps: human beings committed to universal ideals and 

traitors driven by self-interest. (Hamel 2005, 192)  

 

Patriarchal norms and bourgeois ideas about women’s sexuality are central to some of 

the artistic engagements with ‘sexual collaboration.’ Many of the Occupation novels adopt 

a sexist, ultra-moralistic and sociologically reductive view of the relationships between 

French women and German soldiers. Bory’s Mon village à l’heure allemande makes most 

women appear to entertain promiscuous desires towards the Occupier. One of the most 

influential works turned into a film, Vercors’ Le silence de la mer (1942), already 

identifies feminine sexual virtue with patriotic sentiment.1 Among the early works, it is 

perhaps only Jean-Louis Curtis’s Les forêts de la nuit (1947) that thematises the abusive 

shearing of women and FFI’s hypocrisy. 

 

However, alternative narratives about the war and the occupation were formulated from 

the beginning by communists, artists harbouring right-wing ideological commitments, 

combatants and deportees associations (Atack and Lloyd 2012). The artistic field is thus 

divided between, on the one hand, accounts that moralise a voluntaristic idea of choice – 

both by celebrated heroes and reviled traitors – and, on the other, accounts that 

foreground the over-determining role of chance in exculpatory and implausible ways.2 

Jean-Louis Bory’s Mon village à l’heure allemande (Prix Goncour 1945), Romain Gary’s 

Éducation européenne (1945), and Roger Vailland’s Drôle de jeu (1945) provide 

unflattering perspectives on the war. (Nettelbeck 1985) Curtis’s Les forêts de la nuit and 

Jean Dutourd Au bon beurre (1954) disturb moralistic visions by foregrounding 

collaborators, black marketeers, opportunists. (Atack 1989) From the right, Marcel 

Aymé’s Le chemin des écoliers (1946) and Uranus (1954), while revealing French 

attentisme, profiteering and accommodationism, also question the noble ideals of the 

resistance and condemn the abuses of the purges. Roger Nimier’s Les épées (1948) and 

Le Hussard bleu (1950) as well as Jaques Laurent’s Le petit canard (1954) seek to 

challenge the mythologies of the resistance by introducing main characters who appear 

                                                      
1 For a complex account of the politics projected on subsequent filmic and theatrical productions on the 
basis of the novel Le silence de la mer, see (Bowles 2014). For further contextualisation, see Lloyd (2003) 
and Corbin (2019). 
2 For an insightful analysis of both strategies’ reductivism, see (Atack 1989) 
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to be immoral or morally relativistic, who see themselves as belonging to a cultural and 

intellectual elite and who, the authors suggest – unpersuasively – end up on the wrong 

side of history by pure chance. Despite this diversity, before de Gaulle’s death and the 

coming of age of a new generation in the 1970s, the state’s orchestration of national 

commemorations, its control over school curricula, its generous use of amnesty,  and its 

compensatory and honorary policies kept the hegemonic view quite safely in place 

(Nettelbeck 1985; Wieviorka 2010).  

 

The 1970s mark the change of generation – a generation that erupted in 1968 – and the 

end of the Gaullian Manichean vision. (Nettelbeck 1985; Flower 2014) Neither 

Pompidou, nor Giscard d’Estaing continued the veneration of the Resistance in the cultish 

form it developed under de Gaulle. (Wieviorka 2010) Memory becomes more and more 

fragmented and it is perhaps in France that we most vividly witness the crucial epistemic 

and political role of artworks. Several films and novels contribute to destabilising the 

silences and blind spots of the official story. Marcel Olphüs’s documentary, Le chagrin et 

la pitié (1969) features interviews which show the multiple positions occupied by 

various French citizens on the spectrum of involvement, thus dislocating the vision of a 

united, resisting France. The film was not bought by the national television due to 

political pressure by the government, thus hampering its distribution.3 Patrick Modiano’s 

first trilogy of novels, La Place de L’Étoile (1968), La ronde de nuit (1969) and Les 

boulevards de ceinture (1972) as well as his script for Lacombe, Lucien, Louis Malle’s 

1974 film problematise French anti-Semitism and open up a vista on the multiple faces 

and motivations in the murky in-between, not uncontroversially. (Foucault, Bonitzer, and 

Toubiana 2000; Morris 1992; Atack 2016) Historians also bring their contribution: 

Robert Paxton’s La France de Vichy (1973) shows that collaboration was a deliberate 

policy by Vichy, which enjoyed sufficient internal autonomy to initiate anti-Semitic 

legislation on its own.4 In parallel, Serge and Beate Karsfeld’s pursuit of Nazis 

foregrounds the Jewish nature of the genocide. (Wieviorka 2010, 197) While not without 

moralistic or reductionist entrepreneurs, the memory of the war thus comes to the fore 

                                                      
3 For a critique of the ahistoricism, moralism and gauchism of the film in the post 1968 period, see (Atack 
1999). 
4 For an account of the multiple history books that appear post-1968, see (Nettelbeck 1985)  
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in a complex, fragmented manner, eroded by a variety of refuseniks who insist on 

excavating the unassimilable.  

 

The third phase, beginning with Mitterrand’s presidency, adds further ambiguity, to a 

large extend due to the president’s own involvement with Vichy.5 It is during presidency, 

however, that the study of the occupation and the Shoah are included in school curricula 

and that some of the most important trials take place: Klaus Barbie, Paul Touvier and 

Maurice Papon are all sentenced during this period.6 While trials function within an 

individualistic framework, they did contribute to increasing public awareness about the 

French participation in crimes against humanity. The picture of the heroic resistance gets 

further challenged from the artistic world, but also by historians who mobilise the 

archives to expand its ranks by including misrecognised resisters – such as women and 

Jews – and to analyse why so many French citizens, on the Left and on the Right, had 

embraced attentisme. (Wieviorka 2010, 229–30) As a side note, it is only in 2007 that the 

role of the colonial troops played in the liberation is recognised by the state, not in small 

part due to Rachid Bouchareb’s 2006 film, Indigènes. Films such as Papy fait de la 

résistence (1982) by Jean-Marie Poiré or Claude Berri’s Uranus (1990) contribute to the 

demystification of the exalted vision of underground heroism. (Wieviorka 2016, 464) It 

is films like these that contribute to the displacement of the public’s ‘confused image of 

the resistance fighter that combines the secret agent, the sheriff or the outlaw as played 

by an actor in a western, and the fearless knights beyond reproach, who, submachinegun 

in hand, blow up an incalculable number of factories and trains.’ (Azéma 1979, 169) 

 

However, it is not until Chirac’s mandate that the status of Vichy is addressed directly by 

the government: in 1995 Chirac stated that Vichy had represented an integral part of 

France – a view in tension with de Gaulle’s refusal to recognise the legality of Pétain’s 

regime. Chirac’s foregrounded the Shoah and offered reparations to various groups of 

victims. (Wieviorka 2010) While Sarkozy reaffirmed the specificity of the Jewish 

genocide, he returned to the Gaullist cult of the Resistance – though by then many artists, 

biographers and historians had permanently sabotaged that heroic and reductionist 

                                                      
5 McDonnell offers a detailed account of Mitterrand’s own invocation of the grey zone in his struggle to 
avoid public opprobrium in relation to his ideological trajectory from the Right to the Left. (2018) 
6 There is a large literature on these trials. See, for example, (Chalandon and Nivelle 1998; Jean and Salas 
2002; Golsan 2012). 
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vision. (Flower 2014) Sarkozy’s presidency was also marked by a very intense – and not 

always critical – artistic interest in the Occupation, with many novels, films and 

exhibitions trying to educate the new generations about the recent history. (Flower 

2014) In the 2010s we witness a return of the Gaullist myths – especially in relation to 

the 2014 commemorations of D-Day ministered by François Hollande and the multiple 

revisionist publications by various historians and public intellectuals. (Golsan 2017) 

Highly successful – yet not uncontroversial – novels such as Irène Némirovsky’s Suite 

française, Jonathan Littell’s Les Bienveillantes, Laurent Binet’s HHhH, and Yannick 

Haenel’s Jan Karsky as well as films such as Rachid Bouchareb’s Indigène, Roselyne 

Bosch’s La raffle, and the television series Un village français7 – keep alive the theme of 

the war, sometimes true to the historical ambiguities and ambivalences, other times 

falling prey to the reductive and propagandist temptations. Front National’s changing 

role within the political spectrum in the last two decades is yet another factor to account 

for in thinking through the salience of WWII in contemporary political and cultural 

debates. 

 

 

 

Museumification 
 

Museumification is – alongside the national curriculum – one of the key tools of national 

mythmaking. An extensive network of museums dedicated to WWII and in particular to 

the deportations and the resistance dot the entire country, with a particular 

concentration in the area controlled during the war by the Vichy regime.8 While multiple 

private initiatives by former resisters materialised after the war in response to de 

Gaulle’s strategic lifting all French people to the status of resister, most museums 

sponsored by local authorities opened after the mid-1980s. (Walsh 2001) Private 

museums initiatives were often guided by a desire for gratitude and recognition – rather 

                                                      
7 In the first press release for the series, the director, Frédéric Krivine, stated that ‘The majority of French 
people have certainly been more attentist and accommodating than was said in ’45-’70, and much less 
pétainist and passive than was said after Ophüls [The Sorrow and the Pity, 1969] and Paxton [France 
under Vichy, 1973]’. Cited in (Bragança 2015). 
8 For a comprehensive list, please see: http://www.resistance-massif-
central.fr/uploads/files/Liste%20des%20mus%C3%A9es%20de%20la%20R%C3%A9sistance%20et%20de%20la
%20Seconde%20Guerre%20Mondiale%20en%20France27_02_2013.pdf 

http://www.resistance-massif-central.fr/uploads/files/Liste%20des%20mus%C3%A9es%20de%20la%20R%C3%A9sistance%20et%20de%20la%20Seconde%20Guerre%20Mondiale%20en%20France27_02_2013.pdf
http://www.resistance-massif-central.fr/uploads/files/Liste%20des%20mus%C3%A9es%20de%20la%20R%C3%A9sistance%20et%20de%20la%20Seconde%20Guerre%20Mondiale%20en%20France27_02_2013.pdf
http://www.resistance-massif-central.fr/uploads/files/Liste%20des%20mus%C3%A9es%20de%20la%20R%C3%A9sistance%20et%20de%20la%20Seconde%20Guerre%20Mondiale%20en%20France27_02_2013.pdf
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than by a clear political or pedagogical vision. (Blowen, Demossier, and Picard 2001) 

Among these, it is worth highlighting a network of seven museums that developed under 

the banner of the Museum for National Resistance, initiated by veterans.9  

 

The sheer number of museums dedicated to the resistance points to the difficult 

assimilation of France’s position in WWII within a positive national image and narrative, 

as well as to a major division between the Gaullist and the communist memory of the war. 

The most important of the official museums are in Lyon (housed in the former Gestapo 

building led by Klaus Barbie), and Grenoble. Within these sites of memory, the role of the 

resistance – military and civil – is exaggerated and over-valued, while the deportation of 

French people is self-servingly elevated with a view to foregrounding their suffering – 

alongside that of the Jewish hand Roma people. A certain distance is still partially 

maintained between the ‘real France’ and Vichy, decades after Chirac’s famous speech. 

French people who saved Jews are warmly celebrated. No one is, however, as canonised 

as Jean Moulin, whose figure dominates the memory of the resistance, betraying the still 

strong grip of the Gaullist narrative. The bitter political struggles that marked the 

Liberation and the period after it are erased from public memory. Last but not least, 

micro-memories occupy a large part of the mnemonic space, to the detriment of meso 

and macro analyses that could render more visible the shameful aspects of the country’s 

experience of and participation in the second world war and the Shoah. (Blowen, 

Demossier, and Picard 2001, 49) 

 

Learning about the Occupation: The Pedagogical Status Quo  
 

The content of history textbooks that cover recent controversial events – Vichy, the 

Algerian war – has constituted a focal point for political and scientific debates. (Gaïti 

2001; Memaï and Rouag 2017) Analysts of the history curricula in France have declared 

that, ‘despite recent improvements, most history textbooks continue to adopt the 

position that far from evidencing a period of shame and regret, the involvement of the 

French people in World War II is portrayed as a much more positive phenomenon.’ (A. 

Crawford 2007, 65) The recognition of the specificity of the genocide and France’s long 

                                                      
9 For more information, see: https://www.musee-resistance.com/musee/reseau-mrn/. 
 

https://www.musee-resistance.com/musee/reseau-mrn/
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history of anti-Semitism took decades to make it into French curriculum and text books 

– its trajectory tracing the stages of memory outlined above. (Bensoussan 2010) While 

some of the most uncomfortable aspects of the occupation have been successfully 

integrated in the coverage of WWII, there are still important departures from a 

consistently critical account of the past. What is more, teachers report resistance by 

students socialised in reductive public narratives to the more nuanced 

historiographically-informed positions covered in the classrooms. (Raudsepp and Zadora 

2019) When critical, certain textbooks – as those edited in 2004 – fail to reflect in a 

sustained manner on history’s own silences when it comes to the French experience of 

the second world war.  (Baquès 2007) 

 

In the French education system, the textbooks approval process is highly centralised and 

two main publishers dominate the market. Among the most evident shortcomings in 

recent editions of official history textbooks, critics have highlighted the uncritical 

portrayal – distortion or even erasure – of several aspects in the history of the second 

world war: the reasonableness of Pétain’s state collaborationist doctrine; the choices that 

faced France and the French people after the defeat; the complex causes of the defeat 

itself; the effect of French collaboration on the overall course of the war; the moral 

responsibility born by top political officials; the disproportionate coverage of de Gaulle, 

Jean Moulin and the organised resistance; the exaggeration of the role played by the 

population as a whole and by the organised resistance in the Liberation; the narrative 

mobilisation of the affective register; the over-personalisation of the struggle (to the 

detriment of the ‘big picture’) and its supposed unity; and the pathologisation and 

marginalisation of collaboration within the master narrative about the war. (A. Crawford 

2007) 

 

Beyond the classroom, the French Ministry of National Education and of Youth 

encourages primary and secondary schools, as well as high schools to create partnerships 

with a variety of organisations with a view to enhancing pupils’ engagement with the 

memory of the recent past. Several collaborations are suggested: with museums and lieux 

de mémoire, with the Ministry of Armed Forces, with veterans’ and survivors’ 

associations as well as the National Archives. Pupils’ participation in commemorative 

events on specific days is much encouraged, as they constitute a central part of national 
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mythmaking. Various Museums of Resistance offers rich online archives of material for 

pupils of different levels (cycles) to engage with – unfortunately often reproducing a 

problematic image of the past:  

 

 http://www.chrd.lyon.fr/chrd/sections/fr/espace_pedagogique 

 https://www.musee-resistance.com/pedagogie/ateliers-pedagogiques/ 

 http://www.chrd.lyon.fr/chrd/sections/fr/enfants 

 https://musees.isere.fr/page/enseignants 

 

These reproduce certain memory tropes that colonise the space of a critical engagement 

with the history of the second world war, preventing a more honest discussion that would 

involve tracing the sources of violence before the war and showing continuities with the 

present and its intolerances.  

 

The filmography for technical high schools teaching on the war reflect this memorial bias: 

 

 Alain Tasma, Alias Caracalla, au cœur de la résistance, téléfilm, coproductions 

Siècle Productions; France 3, Arte France, CNDP et TV5 Monde, distribué par 

France Télévision. 

 Jean Moulin, lettre à un inconnu, film réalisé par William Karel, production Point 

du jour, France 3, 2003. 

 Jean Moulin, film de Yves Boisset, production France 2, Arte France, Scarlett 

Production 2002. Première diffusion en 2007 sur France 2. 

 

Moreover, a national competition on the study of the resistance and deportation has been 

held since 1961, with a view to developing civic qualities in future citizens. A list of all the 

themes adopted by the organising committee from 1961 to the present, very few depart 

from the Gaullist ideology: 

https://www.fondationresistance.org/documents/dossier_them/Doc00126.pdf.  

 

Looking at the imagery of some of the entries to this competition as well as that in calls 

for applications and preparatory documents, we identify the typical masculinist heroic 

http://www.chrd.lyon.fr/chrd/sections/fr/espace_pedagogique
https://www.musee-resistance.com/pedagogie/ateliers-pedagogiques/
http://www.chrd.lyon.fr/chrd/sections/fr/enfants
https://musees.isere.fr/page/enseignants
https://www.fondationresistance.org/documents/dossier_them/Doc00126.pdf
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view of France under the Occupation – not surprising given that the Ministry of Defence 

co-sponsors it:  

 

 http://www.lyc-lisa.ac-poitiers.fr/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/CNRD.png 

 https://resister-art-litterature.jimdofree.com/  

 http://www.lyc-lisa.ac-poitiers.fr/?p=3120 

 

Among the cinematographic sources recommended for the teaching of the history of the 

second world war, we find the more critical Claude Lanzman’s Shoah, Alain Resnais’s 

Hiroshima mon Amour, Le Dernier métro by François Truffaut, Lacombe, Lucien by Louis 

Malle as well the TV coverage of Klaus Barbie’s trial.  These sit alongside the status quo 

confirming L'armée des ombres by Jean-Pierre Melville and La bataille du rail, by René 

Clément. 

 

When it comes to the use of literature for the study of WWII, a rich list of options is 

suggested by  the Ministry of Education: 

https://eduscol.education.fr/cid84044/selection-speciale-seconde-guerre-

mondiale.html. However, this enters in competition with the ubiquitous reductive story 

that, as teachers testify, tends to dominate public culture. 

 

Recommendations 

Given the centralised nature of education in France and the rich literary and 

cinematographic production on the war within the French cultural sphere, a 

diversification of the literature and history curriculum is in order, as follows. 

 

Thematically, we suggest the following: 

 

 Include in curricula a discussion of the endogenous factors that led to mass 

violence during the Occupation, as well as the after-effects of that violence within 

the wars of decolonisation and all the way to the present would be valuable.  

 The anti-Semitism that preceded the war and the role of the French in facilitating 

the genocide need foregrounding.  

http://www.lyc-lisa.ac-poitiers.fr/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/CNRD.png
https://resister-art-litterature.jimdofree.com/
http://www.lyc-lisa.ac-poitiers.fr/?p=3120
https://eduscol.education.fr/cid84044/selection-speciale-seconde-guerre-mondiale.html
https://eduscol.education.fr/cid84044/selection-speciale-seconde-guerre-mondiale.html
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 Shameful practices of denunciation and the gendered abuses of the Liberation 

constitute two more thorny topics in need of addressing. 

 Moreover, women’s role in the organised resistance needs tackling.  

 In terms of the valorification of artistic products to approach such difficult topics, 

Dora Bruder or La ronde de nuit by Patrick Modiano, La douleur by Marguerite 

Duras, Une affaire des femmes by Claude Chabrol are some of the strong 

competitors for the high school curriculum. 

 The bibliographies for the history courses that can be found on the teachers’ 

resources pages could be diversified as well, via the inclusion of more recent and 

more critical history production by France’s top historians, such as Laurent Joli’s 

work, or that of Olivier Wieviorka. The highlighting of the gendered and racialised 

experience of the war would also be valuable, via Fabrice Virgili’s work (this last 

one especially for senior high school pupils). 

 

Extra-curricular activities and competitions that centre on a more critical and longue 

durée vision of the past would be desirable – via national or local initiatives.  

 

Nationally, we suggest: 

 

 Virtual summer schools – the digital infrastructure of the French Ministry of 

National Education and Youth could support such initiatives without much further 

investment 

 National competitions on the model of the one dedicated to the resistance and 

deportation but thematically oriented towards complicity and collaboration. The 

participation of other institutions should be given proper yet critical 

consideration in terms of the impact it might have on the framing of the 

problematic. The organising committee might consider thematics that draw 

connections between the experience of the war and the history that preceded, as 

well as that which followed it. That is to say, thinking about the war within a wider 

termporal perspective is advisable. 

 The commissioning by Ministry of National Education and Youth in collaboration 

with the Ministry of Culture and the National Television and Radio of educational 
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TV and radio programmes directed at the young demography with information 

about the Occupation tailored to their interests and intellectual capacities.  

 Travelling film series throughout the provinces – benefitting from sustainable 

financial and logistic investment from the national authorities.  

 

These are just some of the most relevant possibilities, given the resource rich 

environment in France. Key is, however, to moderate the mission of creating patriotic 

citizens with an attention to the development of their critical skills. 

 

Locally, in partnership with local museums, cultural centres, city halls and other local 

stakeholders, cultural initiatives that valorise nuanced artistic production should be 

encouraged financially. This might be difficult given the inclusion of local resistance 

museums within local politics and the schematic view of the past most such museums 

reproduce.  

 

Taking advantage of the long summer holidays to enhance the local cultural life of 

communities outside the capital with such initiatives – open air cinemas, lecture series, 

readings, collective art projects that go beyond the standard view of patriotic history – 

would provide a public good that goes beyond the narrow focus of our project.  
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